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PART D

ENGINEERING ASPECTS OF RADIOMETRIC LOGGING

by

P. Huppert
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1. INTRODUCTION

Many engineering problems are encountered in the development of

nuclear borehole logging techniques for obtaining rapid and reliable

stratigraphic and mineralogical information from mine development and

exploration holes. In particular, attention is paid here to those

engineering aspects that require improved precision of measurement and

additional specialised equipment, over and above that required for

electrical, magnetic and other types of borehole logging methods curr-

ently used by industry.

The majority of commercially available nuclear logging systems

are designed for qualitative (stratigraphic) or, at best, semiquanti-

tative usage. In recent years [Eisler & Huppert 1979] nuclear spectro-

metric techniques have been developed that can determine a number of

important elements, such as iron, with relative accuracies of about

± 1 per cent for the mean grade of a drill hole. To achieve these

accuracies, more advanced mechanical and electronic engineering equip-

ment are constantly being developed. For example, the spectrometric

techniques referred to above can provide significantly improved vertical

resolution of stratigraphy, provided that the electronic stability of

the equipment and the precision of depth measurement is better than 1

and 0.1 per cent respectively.

In addition to stability requirements, the electronics must be

capable of handling high count rates of randomly distributed pulses of

fast rise time from the radiation detector. These pulses are processed

by the linear amplifier chain, and then transmitted over a long length

of cable before finally being digitised for computational purposes and

outputting of results.

Two other aspects require special attention. First, spectrometric

systems must be designed so that precise calibration is possible under

field operating conditions. The second relates to the safe handling of

radioactive sources in the field. It must be possible to load the

source into the logging probe without endangering personnel. For this

purpose a specially designed source transporter and carefully rehearsed

operating procedures are required.

2. THE COMPONENTS OF A LOGGING SYSTEM

The principal components of a typical nuclear borehole logging

system are:

(i) The logging probe with its associated logging cable for signal

and power supply connections.
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(ii) The logging vehicle for transportation of all the equipment to

the mining or exploration site.

(iii) The electronic instrumentation for data collection and pro-

cessing.

(iv) The auxiliary equipment which includes the source transporter,

the tripod, calipers, depth recording equipment, and power

supply for the vehicle. In addition, test equipment and tools

for carrying out repair work are needed.

2.1 The Logging Probe Mechanical Aspects

The mechanical parts of the logging probe, in its simplest form,

consist of four sections. These are, the probe head, the probe barrel,

the nose cone and the logging cable as illustrated in figure 1.

The probe head, which is actually a waterproof seal for the cable

entrance, provides the termination for both the electrical conductors

and the supporting cables. The head should also include provision for the

attachment of a recovery tool in case the probe is 'jammed1 in the bore-

hole owing to its collapse or some other mishap.

As shown in figure 1, the probe barrel houses the sensor, which may

be either a scintillation detector, a proportional counter or any other

suitable nuclear detector. The probe barrel also contains the associated

electronics. Both the detector and the electronics require shock mounting.
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FIGURE 1

LOGGING PROBES,
(a) Modules of probe assembly; (b) typical

neutron-gamma layout; (c) typical
neutron-neutron layout; (d) caliper

(slip-on type).
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The nose assembly is conical to assist the movement of the probe in

the borehole. It houses the radioactive source in those applications

where isotopic sources are required. The nose cone assembly also contains

appropriate heavy metal shielding against direct radiation from the

source to the detector.

The logging cable is usually a multicore of double armour type

which provides the necessary mechanical protection. The armour sheath,

which is terminated in the probe head, is also used as the supporting

cable to enable the probe to be raised or lowered in the borehole. The

armour may be galvanised high tensile steel, which is preformed and

prestressed before flooding with an asphalt anticorrosion compound.

This manufacturing process ensures that the attached probe does not

rotate when it is raised or lowered in the borehole. One, four or seven

electrical conductors are commonly included inside the armour. The

selection of the type of cable depends on the signals required to be

transmitted, the v/eight of the probe and the length of cable. Generally,

for spectroscopic work, a coaxial cable is required and, although a

quasi-coaxial configuration is possible, the length of cable is limited.

In gross counting applications, this restriction does not apply.

The logging probe design must also meet the following criteria:

(i) It must withstand abrasion from the rugged wall of the bore-

hole at logging speeds of up to 40 m min"1 in some cases.

(ii) It must withstand water pressures of up to 1000 kPa which

occur in water-filled boreholes at 1000 m depth,

(iii) Under some conditions, insulation may be required where high

temperatures are encountered.

(iv) The type of material selected for the manufacture of the probe

is of importance, particularly where neutron or y-ray sources

are used. In the case of neutron logging, y-ray emission from

the probe materials may interfere, and, in the case of y logging,

undesirable attenuation may occur. Materials such as aluminium

(anodised for additional surface protection), Delrin and

polycarbonate plastics make the probe highly resistant to

abrasion and corrosion as well as heat and physical shock,

(v) Frequently the use of centralisers or decentralisers is required

to ensure that the sensor is in the desired position for the

measurement. Many different designs are available; a typical

one is illustrated in figure 1. The fitting of centralisers
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also assists the shock mounting required for the delicate

components inside the probe,

(vi) Finally, the logging probe must be designed so that the

electronics contained in the probe can be easily serviced.

For this reason the logging probe is often of modular design

with removable head and nose cone as illustrated.

The probe electronics

The electronic section of the probe usually consists of a pre-

amplifier designed to suit the detector, a power supply for the pre-

amplifier, a high voltage supply for the detector, and an impedance

matching network to couple the signal from the detector to the logging

cable. The signal is then transmitted to the processing equipment

located in the vehicle.

Many commercially available logging probes also include provision

for spectral energy discrimination and conversion to uniform pulse

height and pulse width. These probes are mainly used for gross counting

rather than spectral counting, which requires multichannel an, ysis.

The detector

The most common nuclear detector used in borehole logging is the

Nal(Tl) scintillation detector. In such a system, the detector forms

the most important link in the chain, which determines the ultimate

resolution and stability. An 'integral1 assembly of crystal and photo-

multiplier is preferred since this type of construction (which eliminates

light losses of the window and provides sounder mechanical coupling

between crystal and photomultiplier tube) is more efficient than the

optical coupling of the demountable crystal and photomultiplier assembly.

The detector assembly must be of a suitable size to fit inside the

small diameter probe, and must also be rugged enough to withstand the

environmental conditions referred to previously. Suitable commercial

assemblies can now be obtained although they are still very expensive.

Good resolution, together with a linear relationship between the

y-ray energy and the resultant pulse height is essential for y spectro-

scopy. Resolution is actually related to the ability of the detector to

separate two adjacent spectral lines. Consideration of this is necessary,

because the pulse height response of the detector to events of one

energy is not just a 'line', but a peak having an approximately Gaussian

distribution about a mean output pulse height. The spread of energy
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distribution in the peak is a measure of the resolution. This is com-

monly expressed as the full width at the half maximum (FWHM) of the peak,

expressed as a percentage of the mean energy. For scintillation detec-

tors used in borehole logging probes, the best resolution obtainable is

about o.5 per cent t'WHM for the " ' Cs Y~ray at 0.662 MeV. This resolu-

tion drops to approximately 2 per cent at 8 MeV.

The high voltage supply

The high voltage supply for the photomult:plier must be well sta-

bilised as the gain varies approximately according to the relationship.

A£ _ AV
~ ' n ~

where G is the gain of the photomultiplier, and n is the number of

dynodes.

With a 12-stage photomultiplier, the change in gain is 8.4 times

the percentage change in supply voltage. Hence to hold the gain stable

to within ± 1 per cent, the power supply must be stabilised to about 0.1-

per cent.

A number of small, commercial photomultiplier power supplies have

recently become available. The units are d.c. to d.c. converters typi-

cally operating from approximately 25 volts d.c. to deliver 1500 - 2000 V

with a maximum power output of the order of 600 mW. ' Regulation to

within 0.015 per cent is achievable.

The power supply requirements can be reduced in those instances

where a 'spectrum stabiliser1 is used to compensate for gain variations,

as described later.

The preamplifier

The preamplifier is mounted as close as possible to the detector to

reduce stray capacitance and maintain good signal-to-noise ratio. It

converts the charge signal from the detector into a voltage or current

output of sufficiently high level for transmission along the logging

cable. Further pulse shaping occurs in the main amplifier, which is

usually located in the logging vehicle.

The output circuit of the preamplifier includes an impedance

matching network of low output impedance, usually with 'sending end'

termination to prevent multiple pulse reflections along the cable

without excessive loading. Typical pulse waveforms that the logging

system has to handle are shown in figure 2.
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FIGURE 2a

TYPICAL STEP-STAIR WAVEFORM AT INPUT TO
CHARGE SENSITIVE PREAMPLIFIER

FIGURE 2b

TYPICAL OUTPUT PULSE SHAPE FROM PREAMPLIFIER
O 24 6 8 1O 12 14 16 WITH SINGLE INTEGRATING, SINGLE DIFFERENTIATING

RC TIME CONSTANT OF 2 ys

2.2 The Vehicle

The logging vehicle must be suitable for travelling to remote

locations and be able to carry crew and equipment. Usually a four wheel

drive vehicle is essential. The floor space must be large enough to

accommodate the winch and the electronic instrumentation and to provide

room for storage of other equipment.

A large selection of suitable logging vehicles is available from

commercial geophysical logging manufacturers. Many loggers are also of

the simpler portable or transportable type with limited cable length and

less complex electronics.

• The winch

Many different winch systems are available which vary both in size

and performance. The main requirements are as follows:

(i) The winch speed should be variable, because often a faster

speed is used to lower the probe to the bottom of the borehole

before logging upwards. Speed controls can be either electric

or hydraulic, and the typical range is 0.5 m min"1 to about 40

m min" 1.

(ii) The spooling system is usually of a complex mechanical design

to achieve even laying of the cable on the winch drum,

(iii) The slip rings are an important part of the winching equip-

ment, and should preferably have low noise and 'cross talk1

and low contact resistance.

2.3 The Electronic Instrumentation

The instrumentation fitted to the logging vehicle for data collec-

tion and computation will vary, depending upon whether the equipment is
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designed for lithology logging (using gross counting techniques) or

quantitative spectre-metric logging for chemical composition.

Figure 3 shows a block diagram of the equipment required for both

types of measurement. The probe output signal is coupled to a spectro-

metric amplifier having both pole/zero cancellation and adjustable time

constants for optimising spectral resolution. The amplified and suitably

shaped signal is then passed to the stabiliser (described later) for any

corrections required due to gain variations resulting from temperature

effects, count rate variations or mains voltage changes.
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network
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Nal (T f) crystal
Shielding
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FIGURE 3

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF NUCLEAR GEOPHYSICAL
BOREHOLE LOGGING SYSTEM

The output from the stabiliser is connected to a number of single

channel analysers and/or to a multichannel analyser. The single channel

analysers (SCA) feed the ratemeters that provide stratigraphic results

in analogue form for outputting on strip chart recorders. The multi-

channel analyser is used for more complex spectrometric analysis, and

will in many instances be interfaced to a computer to handle the com-

putational part of the analysis. The results can be outputted on suit-

able peripherals as illustrated.

As previously mentioned, it is essential that the probe and the

vehicle electronics preserve the proportionality between energy lost in

the crystal by the y-rays and the resultant pulse height of the signal.

Sources of spectrum distortion and degradation of resolution must be

eliminated. The main instrumental causes of distortions that prevail in
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a spectral y logging system are due to:

(a) Photomultiplier and other gain variations in the electronic

system.

(b) Pulse pile-up.

(c\ Baseline shifts.

Photomultiplier gain variations

These can be caused by changes in interdynode voltages that occur

when the current, drawn by the photomultiplier from its dynode chain,

changes with count rate variations. Other causes are supply voltage,

referred to earlier, and temperature changes. The photomultiplier tube

gain is a function of its temperature, and such temperature changes can

account for several per cent change in gain in the range of 20 to about

25°C which is a typical range over which the probe is operated in shal-

low holes.

One method of compensating for gain variations in the system is to

employ a digital or analogue stabiliser. This .detects any drift in gain

on a statistical basis by means of two 'windows' established on either

side of a reference peak (figure 4). Whenever a count is received in

the lower window, the analogue stabiliser increases the system gain

slightly. However, a count in the upper window leads to a slight de-

crease in system gain. Over a period of time, these counts should be

equal and no net correction will result. Should a drift in gain occur,

one window will begin to receive more counts than the other. The diff-

erence is used to drive a stepping motor or an equivalent electronic

gain element to correct the gain until the counts are once again equal.

I

Peak channel

Lower window Upper window

12O 14O
CHANNEL

16O

FIGURE 4

DIGITAL STABILISER "WINDOW"
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Pulse pile-up

During the recording of pulse spectra, distortions are produced

when two or more pulses occur within the resolving time of the linear

amplifier chain (see figure 5). Because the spacing between successive

pulses is random, 'pile-up1 is unavoidable. This limits the energy

resolution and creates spectral distortions particularly in situations

where high count rates are encountered. The effect can also be important

at moderate count rates, particularly when a low intensity peak must be

extracted from a spectrum containing pile-up due to a much higher intensity

peak.
i-| A

B

TIME

FIGURE 5a

PULSE 'B1 APPEARS TO HAVE LOWER AMPLITUDE
THAN PULSE 'A', BECAUSE IT FALLS ON UNDERSHOOT
OF PULSE 'A1. PULSE 'C1 IS NOT AFFECTED BY

PULSE 'B1.

Resultant

FIGURE 5b

THE EFFECT OF SUPERPOSITION OF THE SMALLER
PULSE ON THE DESIRED PULSE AND THE

RESULTANT EFFECT

TIME

The measurement of individual pulses must be independent of previous

ones. The instrumentation needed to correct this effect should ideally

detect each pile-up event and appropriately reject pulses that have

suffered from the resulting distortion. A typical system used to reject

those pulses distorted by the pile-up effect, consists of a logic net-

work which provides an 'inspection period' equal to a single pulse

width. If another pulse occurs during this time, an inhibit signal is

generated to prevent the analyser from accepting the signal for pro-

cessing by the analogue-to-digital converter (ADC; see figure 6). The

time pick-off unit together with the other units shown, illustrates one

of the several possible methods that can be used for such a purpose. A

leading edge timing signal (see figure 7) is obtained from this unit,
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which is connected in series between the detector and charge sensitive

preamplifier. An 'inspect' signal is generated by the timing pulse if

another pulse occurs during the 'inspect period1. An inhibit pulse will

then be generated and applied to the linear gate included in the system

to reject both or all pulses that have occurred during the inspect

period.

Baseline shift

The baseline is the reference line from which pulse heights are

measured by the ADC in pulse height analysers. With AC coupled stages

in the linear chain the baseline will shift up and down, depending on

the shape, polarity (including undershoot) and count rate of pulses.

This shift will cause a distorted pulse height conversion that must be

corrected. Clamping the baseline of the system to a predetermined

voltage level reduces this problem. Some recently manufactured pulse

height analysers now incorporate this feature.

2.4 Auxiliary Equipment

Source transporter

The source transporter serves two purposes. It provides suitable

shielding for the source during storage and transportation and a means

of loading the source into the nose cone of the logging probe.

A suitable mobile neutron transporter is illustrated in figure 8.

The neutron source can be fitted to the logging probe directly from the

paraffin filled transporter by means of a quick release thread on the

source module. This, together with a remote control procedure for

lowering the probe into the borehole, provides the necessary personal

protection. Other types may have side entry and require long tongs for

source transfer.

Caliper

The caliper log is usually the first log undertaken to determine

the general borehole condition and some lithological aspects of the

formation. Presently, the most widely used caliper is the electro-

mechanical type with moving arms or bow springs. These have several

deficiencies, including poor performance in out-of-round holes. For the

irregular holes frequently encountered in the mineral industry, there

are several other principles of caliper operation that offer better

performance.
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A simple and relatively inexpensive device has been developed

(Charbucinski et al. 1976] which can be clipped on to the barrel of a

borehole scintillation probe. The probe can then be used as a borehole

caliper. The device consists of four small radioactive sources of equal

strength located 90° apart close to the walls of the hole, and a detec-

tor which is as close as possible to the centre of the hole (as shown in

figure 9}. If the detector is perfectly centred and if each source is

'a1 cm in from the wall of the hole, the measured intensity (I) for a

circular hole when the radius is R cm will be given by

I =
IT (R-a) * (1)

where Q is a constant depending on the nature and strength of the

radioactive sources and on the efficiency of the detector. To obviate

effects due to scattering of primary radiation (1.17 and 1.33 MeV) and

consequent introduction of extraneous instrumental and borehole effects,

all counts are registered in an energy window between 1.1 and 1.4 MeV.

No significant differences in response can then be detected for equi-

diameter holes in different materials. Another useful radiometric

caliper is the combined backscattered gamma radiation probe. This probe

uses spectral intensity data to obtain the 'S' factor, a ratio sensitive

to borehole diameter.

Depth measurement

Depth recording equipment usually consists of a 'sheave wheel' of

known diameter and a revolution counter. The number of revolutions

indicates the length of cable that has passed, and hence the probe

position in the borehole. Variations of this are commercially available

with various degrees of sophistication, e.g. (i) adjustable diameter

sheave wheel to compensate for wear, and (ii) reed switch or servomotor

circuits to generate depth marker pulses. However, the sheave wheel

devices seldom have accuracies better than ± 0.5 per cent, due mainly to

slip, wear, and out-of-true running of the logging cable over the pulley

Cellipsing').

Today, much better accuracy than 0.5 per cent is called for in

matching logging data to the core withdrawn from a diamond drill hole.

For, if properly depth matched, measurements taken during different runs

through a borehole using different investigating probes can often be

combined beneficially to provide various quantitative measurements of

stratigraphy and element abundance.
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An alternative [Huppert & Millard 1978] to the sheave wheel method

is to use the magnetic properties of the armoured cable sheath, or of

the steel strain cables included in PVC anc" other plastic covered log-

ging cables. The basic principle is that the strain cable or armoured

cable has a magnetic field of reversible polarity implanted on it during

motion, and the resulting cross-over points are used as 'scale marks'.

To create tha scale marks, the cable is passed over a recording head

that will produce the field pattern shown in figure lOa. The circuitry

(figure lOb) is so arranged that when the cross-over point reaches the

read head, located 30 cm (adjustable) from the recording head, it actu-

ates another field reversal in the recording head and increments a depth

counter. The system will therefore self generate accurately spaced

depth markers after manual imposition of the first field reversal and

traverse of this past the detector head.
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